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Short project description

Three days of cooperation between Ukrainian and
international audiovisual industry professionals,
including discussions, presentations, meetings,
consultations. Event aiming to stimulate
international co-production, promote Ukrainian
projects, creative and production potential. The
foreign filmmakers invited to the project have vast
experience in international co-production, they
have already declared their interest in
collaboration with Ukraine while participating in
Kyiv Media Week. To increase efficiency and reach
of the project, it is planned within the framework
of OIFF.
10th Odesa IFF is the most influential event in
Ukraine and one of the biggest audience festivals
Sinkevich Yulia - Deputy Director;
in Eastern Europe, we strive to promote Ukrainian
Tatiana Vlasova - Director of Public
and international cinema within broader audience,
Relations; Natalia Korzunenko to popularise a quality intellectual cinema within
ТОВ
multimedia designer; Sidorushkina
Ukrainian viewers, and to develop Ukrainian film
«Український
Olga - Head of the Film Industry
industry. For 2019 we are planning a massive
кінофестиваль»
Office Coordination Center; Davidova promo campaign on the territory of Ukraine and
Arina - Event Manager; Olena
abroad. Film Industry Office is a business platform
Litovchenko - media manager
aimed at promotion of Ukrainian talents in film
industry, film projects on different stages with a
participation of experts and professionals.

Prelovskaya Alla - Project
Coordinator, Yarmoschuk Victoria Strategic Management, Udut
ТОВ
Kateryna - Integration of the Project
«Інформаційне into the Events Program of Media
Агентство
Resources Management Information
«Медіа Ресурси Agency, Taruyeva Nina - Assistant
Менеджмент» Coordinator, Pylypenko Maria Project Manager (contractors), Biryuk
Oleksandra - PR, Pushechnikova Daria
- designer

Audiovisual
sector

KMW
CoProduction
Meetings. Odesa

Audiovisual
sector

Promo campaign
of the festival and
support of Film
Industry Office
section by Odesa
International Film
Festival

Audiovisual
sector

Illenko Mikhail - film director,
participant of the promotion; Illenko
Ivanna - speaker, the leading role,
party promo tour; Beniuk Bogdan speaker, lead actor, participant of the
National prepromotion; Voytenko Konstantin premiere
ILLIENKO FILMS,
speaker, performer of the role,
promotion tour of
LLC
participant of the promotion; Dmitry
patriotic feature
Rybalevsky - Speaker, Role
film Toloka
Performer, Promoter Participant; Gay
Miroslav - speaker, performer,
promoter; Cherednichenko Inga Project Coordinator

National pre-premiere promotion tour of patriotic
feature parabole film Toloka. It includes 12
educational screenings along with lectures in
different cities of Ukraine. The film will be
presented during the tour, as well as short films
Smoke Break and Bridge made of episodes, that
were not included to the final cut. Between the
screenings lectures and q&a sessions will be held,
it will allow to make the event more interactive
and engaging for the audience. Worth to be noted,
that special attention during the tour will be paid
to the frontline towns and the local audience.

Duration of the project

City

UCF grant sum

10.07.19

09.10.19

Kyiv

845 684,06)

24.06.19

01.10.19

Ukraine

2 508 356,32)

05.07.19

31.10.19

Ukraine

1 304 770,00)
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Lampa.doc documentary open
air film festival

NGO «Art
Dialogue»

Natalia Krasilnikova - author and
director of the festival;
Konoplyannikov Katerina - Regional
Director; Ostapenko Ornella - Art
Director; Luba Daria - Web Designer;
Ivanenko Lesya - content manager;
Sukhostavets Dariya - PR-project
manager

Documentary film festival Lampa.doc - is a unique
art event aiming to spread the culture of nowadays
documentaries in a distant regions of Ukraine.
Lampa.doc makes screenings outdoors in a
historically and culturally meaningful locations.
In summer 2019 there is going to be a fourth
edition of Lampa.doc happening in 12 cities. Also
there will be screening of Ukrainian documentaries
in Warsaw and Minsk. This year a separate
program for children will be added with the main
topic of thoughtful attitude to mother nature.

04.07.19

02.10.19

Ukraine

1 475 827,49)

